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More Teachers, Staff

SJS To Get Record $11 Million
In Proposed 1961-62 Budget
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February Tour Cancelled

SJS Glee Clubs Await State Board
Decision on West Coast Army Tour

By. JIM JAN ss I. is(
Members of San .1e State’s
Associated Glee clubs await a decision f the State Board of Education as to whether or not the
college group can take their show
-so This is College" on a tour of
three Army bases in California
and Arizona.
The noir, planned for the semester break, was cancelled due
to a resolution passed by the
Board i if Education Nov. 3 rest Meting state college groups from taking transportation on rum-schednled i Hines.
Board 4 Dbleatin has

’the

called a ’net-ling for March 4 at
which time the problem of transporting the show by the U.S.
Army will be considered, according to Dr. Gus C. Lease, associate
professor of music and director
of the show.
STATE RESOLUTION
Vice Pies. William J. Dosel said
the resolution grounding the show
was passed by the State board
following the Cal Poly airplane
accident at Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 29,
which took the lives of 16 members on the school’s football leant
The resolution reads "..
until
fort her notice the policy which

has now been put into effect by
all of the state colleges and student associations or organizations
affiliated with them to use only
scheduled airlines with respect to
any off-campus air travel for athletic teams, student and college
sponsored gnaws, is continued."
"So This is College" was accepted for the tour by Miss Bey.
erly Gaillard, Sixth Army Special
Services entertainment director,
Presidio. San Francisco, at a special audition performance Jan. 20.

at %DE
Arr
i,
,r,olci by
Miss G.iillard itt tly the 22 -member cast to Fort Irwin, Calif.,
Yuma Test station, Yuma, Ariz.,
and Fort. Iltatelnica, Ariz., over
the semester break.
Aircraft for transporting the
show was to be provided by the
Military Air Transport Service
cal school. Canton, N.Y. in 1912.
(MATS) which provides airline
He served /IS lulistlir ’I the Palo
service for the Department of DeAlto Unitarian fellowship, Palo
fense, acco rding to Dr. Lease.
Alto, and of the San Jose Unitarian
Board.of
Education’s
meeting was called after the State
Superintendent’s office ruled further investigation be given to the
problem of whether or not MATS
is considered as a scheduled airline," Dr. Lease said.
As a result of a conversation
with Pres. John T. Wahlquist. Dr.
Least’ was asked to investigan
airlift that the Army would fin.nish to transport students of the
show.

Dr. Elmo Robinson First
Speaker in Lecture Series
Dr Elmo A. Robinson, former
head of the 5.15 Philosophy department. will open the spring
semester College Lecture series
Monday, Feb. 27, at 8 in T1155
with a talk entitled "Encounter
wtth Philosophy."
The it tilt’ involves a personal account of the events which led
Dr. Robinson to the study of philosophy. reported Dr. Whitaker T.
Deininger associate professor of
philosophy.
This will be Dr. Roliinson’s first
visit to the campus since leaving
now pas1,(I-is Ito
the
.
i otyship in
tor of

kits talk will discuss teatures
nf what may he termed ’applied
concimt rat ine, on some
practical issues whieh his leaching at the college brought to light."
Dr. Deininger said.
Dr. Robinson also will indicate
how his interests in philosophy of
education developed, as well as
point out how he had come to
"see" the relation between philosophy and religion, added Dr.
fr.
SAN (TOSE PAsTOR
Dr. Robinson came to SI’S in
1929 after being graduated front
St. Lawrenee university TheffIffifi-

Socialist Leader
SlatesD’ C.
On War Resistance

.
DR.

ELMO ROBINSON
... to speak

fellowship, before joining the SOS
faculty. He became head of tho
Philosophy department in 1955.
He was succeeded in 1958 It
1)1.. Frederic C. Dommeyer, who
st ill holds that position.
As a tribute to its former head,
the department holds a monthly
Riibinson Faculty seminar to gisc
faculty members opportunity to
present original papers for this -

iNAt:sTtt; TION
I i.
L.
, invest
’4.11.11 Vs ill be pl’eSellled before the
State Board of Education at its
March 4 meeting. His investigation revealed:
I. mATs operational standards
fully tfleet the standards of maintenance prescribed by the Federal
Aviation agency.
2. Full coverage of civilian insiirance is available to cover
of these aircraft in the
-ante manner as for regularly
.";ellefillied civilian airline flights.
3. The release that the students
are required to sign is normal provedure for non-members of the
military tlepa it meni s. Regular employees of the government would
be covered by government insurance. This problem would be overcome by securing civilian insurance for the students.

IDr. Robinson’s lecture is being
MATS SAFETY RECORD
sponsored by the college lecture
4. The MATS safety record surcommittee and Philosophy departpasses the safety record of any
ment. It is open to faculty, stu1:as id
national !
regularly scheduled civilian airMcReynolds,
dent ’,oily and general public.
committee member of the socialist !
line in the world.
party, will conduct three lectures!
5. Funds available to the Astomorrow while on a speaking tour:
sociated Glee clubs are sufficient
for the War Resistors league.
to reinforce the insurance obtained
I
The talks are open to the public..
by the students to the extent necI ),aia liti,..., ,..n. i.fi the I.III .-,4.- miry to preclude financial ern"The 1 nil i viii LI a I Conscience ,
Aiz:diist the H-I3ontb" will he ills- mester iiitalod ii.2 It cent (it th., liarrf..
’fill to the state or col en’ sod ;it 12:30 p.rn, at a luncheon student trod). .,,,,,Ming to farm.,
,t ..titinued on Page 4)
in
Methodist ehureli. 205 E. released by Dr. Stanley C. Ben/
Santa Clara st. Price of the lunch (lean of students.
is 31 /sails It is sponsored by Roger
Ills report revealed that 765 Si--;
Williams fellowship and IVesley students were disqualified from al
siiii iii..; seinesier re4istia 1 ion
tending spring semester classes befirindation.
totals as of noon Friday were
Rooms A and 13 of the Spartan cause of grade difficulties.
13,581, SaM Milioto, admissions
eat eteria will house the 3:30 p.m.
Another 1527 students, reprede,cossion of "The Politics fit Sur- senting 10.4 per cent of the total1 officer, announced,
The total does not include
Vi’ al." sponsored by TASC.
enrollment, were placed on probabite registrants or graduate stu’ Non-violence
Violent lion. Dean Benz stated.
it
in
The t igures are "about the samei dents that registered on SatW,rid," is the omeittriing topic set
today.
fol. 8 pro. in Concert Hall, The . as usual," he added. Disqualif u’:Fall totals were 14.866, he ansemester last
tail( is sponsored hy Wesley f10,111- 11.11Is for the sante
noiltived. :ind predicted total
di.i sii ’..- it .1.f.,e Peace center an.I year were 5.2 per cent, WIIII 3.1 pia.
cent being disqualified at 11w eliiSe ’ Spring enrollment is 14,400.
The total at the end of the
’)Ioy iii it I’., a homer Socialist of the spring term.
parii. congressional ianilidate, sits’
Dean Benz said the pereentages I second day last Spring was 1.1.:I ipa111.1 in the fight anainsi RI rl!C ’lase remained fah ly consistent 101.1 .122, he said.
I -ai l’I’l.A during his student days.: a manlier of yoars.

new

Poll Queries
Op
Daily Policy
A St wield

budget

for

the

technical

and clerical posi- SJS buildinig projects and $118,-

tions, A total of 107.3 new posi- 100 for minor projects.

receise a record $11,313,428 Op-

1961-62 , tions are proitosed. which would

Of the three major projects, only

’,Ia.,’ year. an inciease of 6.2 per ! bring the overall staff strength one thus far has been suggested
o, this ye:it’s final alloca- to 1,450.6. This includes the esti- for blue penciling. State legisia(II

!
I

opinion survey was

conducted during last week’s twoclay registration on the subject of I
whose jurisdiction should pre.. ,:l

As pr011t,S141 Ir, Ilit’ ’.1:11e leg it. I.
I ure by Cats.
ti Bross ii
last month, the 5.15 budget is part
of the total $76,767,142 proposed
support for the 15 California snit,
ti",,t;tisl
nfi-,:rr
billion,.collceng.t)uGdigweet
the State
$2 6
Barring deletions by the legislature, the proposed SJS budget
would add 53,3 new faculty members, three supervisorial and 13,6

salt, i

savings of

live analyst A. Alan Post recent ly recommended deleting form the
budget $500,000 allocated for work I sf Iti it I MI NT 1’11 ISE AsE
A. .........,ssed ing drawings ot the seisital science
d..1),11 1.1110f11
I
11,11,
building. Post maintained that SJS
antiomated fall enrollment is will not need the drawings tor an150 lull time equivalent stu- other year.
h:41t, a 3.2 per cent increase. Net
EQUIPMENT PROPOSED
cost per student is expected to inOther major building projects
!crease $9, or 1 per cent over this
proposed include $2 million for
: year.
the first increment to equip the
The proposed budget also innew engineering building presently
cludes $2,700,290 for three major
under construction and $200,290 to
equip the new aeronautics building.

%ove to Kaze
aces Stiff Opposition

John T. Wahlquist deowerPres.
scribes! the proposed budget us
"substantial and very satisfactory."
eH said the budget "reflects about
The poll, which was condo’
the same level of support for the
under the direction of the es:* .
increased student body over the
tive branch of the student govt .
current semester and it is our hope
ment, asked if the students thought
that nothing will be deleted in the
Any move to demolish the Tower’ 000, No r-timate on a new build- legislatiVe PrOef.S "
the Daily should operate: as an
autonomous body: under the juris- Hall, 51 -year-old dean of SJS ing is available.
State Architect Anson Boyd
diction of the administration; un- buildings, will face stiff opposijoined the "save the towre" moveder the ASH: or under the com- tion from every direction.
In addition to students who are ment last week when he said:
bined jurisdiction of the adminis"Personally, I think it should
9-1 against the idea according to
tration and the ASB.
a Spartan Daily poll. word re- be saved. To the graduates, the
The ballots have been turned
ceived Friday indicated the State building is the heart of the colover to the election board for tabDivision of Architecture and Pres. lege."
ulation, according to Brent Davis,
SIX OR EIGHT STORIES
John T. Wahlquist concur with
ASH executive secretary.
A hint that the ivy covered
the student sentiment.
IA letter from President Wahl- Tower Building might go in favor
The possible effects of the poll
on future policy were unclear, ac- quist to the state director of fi- of a structure "six or eight storcording to both Davis and Stu- nance May be found on page two, ies" was provided recently by
"Tradition’
Wesley Burford, campus planning
dent Council’s acting chairman column ime.t
"Progress!"
Stanley Stevens. Stevens declared,
A three-year-old report from the specialist for the state departA
black -and -white pair of reat
however, that the poll should
State division of Architecture said ment of education.
sponses, typical of the quotes
least "show the student body that this about the tower building:
"Tower Hall is two stories and
above, dominated other comments
the student government is intercovers a lot of land that should
’WELL BUILT STRUCTURE’
in a poll of over 4000 registrants
ested in their opinions."
be
used
for
other
purposes,"
he
"Although it is not up to presIlast week.
said.
ent day standards in some respects,
During the two-day registration
This is "desirable," Mr. Burford
it may he considered as a well
I period. the Spartan Daily received
explained, "in view of the fact that
built structure and after certain
14315 answers to a questionnaire on
recent land acquisitions for camrepairs, st rengthening for horithe eventual razing of Tower Hall.
pus construction have cost about
forces, improvements of
By more than 8 to 1, students faa million dollars a block."
exits, new electric lighting, plumbvored keeping the major landmark,
As for President Wahlquist’s
ing, heating and ventilation, floor
the Tower, and presumably the
land the architect’s position that
viivering, painting and finish work,
building complex in which it is
Ithe building should be remodeled
included.
int
it should have a useful life for
!state official Burford said, "Remany years,
imcoversraer manr
trio area
-or-nothing
;
mmleling
is
an
all
Dr. Elton S. Stinson. professor
"All of this work could be done
around the Inner Quad. the Reproriosit ion. If you start meddling,
of chemistry and member of the for considerably less cost than an
serve Book room, Morris Dailey
. 0
,
t structuralp
SJS faculty since 1929, retired entirely new structure," the report
department offices, the present
lems."
from teaching at end of the fall concluded
auditorium, Health and Hygiene
FACE UP TO
semester, according to Pres. John
Education wing and the underThe state architects reported
Burford
said
he
is
aware
of
colT. Wahlquist
construction Journalism wing.
remodeling would cost about $231’
lege sentiment to preserve the
Though issues of architecture,
Two years ago, Dr. Stinson eshuilrling. But he declared, "It’s a
safety, past and future planning
tablished a $20,000 student loan
problem that the college will have
were also involved, most students
fund at SJS in the memory of his
to face tip to within a few years.
split into two camps. Proponents
deceased first wife, Neoma Cline
"We’ve come against it every
of "Progress" often claimed that
Stinson.
year and each time we’ve hacked
SJS had more need of an 8 or 10
’,ff.’
At-cording to Dr. Benjamin Naystory class room building, as sugRobert Harkness, depoty di- gested by state department ot edulor, head of tile Chemistry derail trector of finance, denied that his cation officials. "With the small
ment. Dr. Stinson was the first
The Student Council will hold, department WaS actively inter- area SJS has to open-ate in, they
SJS professor to give instruction
us first meeting of the spring se-I ested in getting rid of Tower Hall. have to use the ground to the utin the field of bio-chemistry.
He stated that requests for es- most advantage," one said. He was
mester Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in
Dr. Stinson’s primary interest the College union to consider a timated costs of remodeling or
backed by another who declared
was the petroleum industry andl variety of subjects held over from razing the building were routine.
the decision was one of "Sentiment
tsv..
last semester anti at least
or education. Why fight educanew items of business.
tion?"
in the operation of the Sflall.,1

Daily,

Students Vote
8-1 in Favor
Of Tower Hall

Professor Retires
,,,,I
After 32 Years
On Chemistry Staff

New Vice President
To Be Discussed
In Student Council

The appointment of a new ASI
vice president to fill the vacite..:.
ereateul by the Jan. 4 resigniati..,
of Skip Fisk is expected to be it,.
main topic to go before couri,11
aceording to acting chairman St an ’y Stevens.

Fall Disqualifications
Normal,
Total 5.2

Req. Totals Out

DR.

ELTON S.

STINSON
. . . retires

his lab tours were often conducted
at local oil firms.
On his sabbatical leave, a few
years ago, Dr. Stinson tour-ed the
eastern and Canadian oil fields.
A native of Washington, he was
graduated from Washington state
college in 1920. He received his
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees front Rutgers university in New Jersey.

Holdover business from last semester will include a committee
report by Pat Hayes, an ASB
judiciary bi-monthly report. an
academic committee report on the
possibility of a "dead day" before
finals, and a repiirt by John Gustafson on TASC.
Also included will be a "final"
report on the case of St. John
Dixon and a possihle brief discussion following it. Stevens stated
that on Feb. It the Calitoror,
State Colleges Student Presidents’
association, meeting at Multifold!
stat college, unanimously p.issed a
resolution commending the SJS
student government for "its intensive research into the iiroblem. and
subsequent acikai. in the St. John
Dixon ease. -

CANDID CAMERA: REGISTRATION WOES DISMAY, PUZZLE, ALARM
10www,
ismompok

Registration Fees ; On the opposite side, in the
majority, came queries of
Payment Method heavy
"What’s wrong with tradition?"
and "A college needs tradition as
Change Detailed well as physical structure." The

A change in the payment of
registration fees for the spring semester has been made.
Fees should be paid to college
cashiers in Morris Dailey auditorium when registration materials
ate turned in. Fees must be paid
hefore registration materials can
lit, WIWI! in.
Fees may he paid and registration materials turned in beginning
Friday from 1-4 p.m.; on Monday
and Tuesday. Feb. 27 and 28 from
8-12 a.m., 1-4 and 5-8 p.m.: and
Wednesday, March 1, from 9 a.m.12 noon.
Only students who have classes
on Wednesday or Thursday nights
may turn in registration materials
on Wednesday and Thursday,
March 1 and 2. from 5-8 p.m.
A late fee of $5 will be charged
for students obtaining registration
packets today or later.
California Physicians service fees
may he paid in T1116 beginning
Monday. Feb. 20. Coverage for the
spring semester costs $10 and extension of the coverage through
the summer costs a total of $16.
-

Women’s Dormitory

need for expansion was summed
up in one order: "Expand somewhere else."
The architectural issue also figured prominently in student comments. Some claimed that Tower
Hall was the "Only thine lett that
doesn’t look like a cell Nook." and
others said that with the building
gone it would seem "like a factory," or -an HIM institution."
One declared "Make everything
ugly."
On the other side, many polled
claimed it did not match the
modern style of surrounding buildings. being "A medieval mess," and
"No

architectural
suggested

student

marvel."

One

"Super-

that

vised incineration is best" for the
building.
Proponents of progress said the
"building

is

ready

to

fall down

anyway," anti peisons from both
sides

claimed

that

the

campus

should never have been built in
the downtown area, thus curbing
expansion.
Still

others had

no

comment.

One uninformed student said sim-

Rooms in the woolen’s resiply: "Haven’t seen the darn thing
dence halls are available for coeds
under 21 without approved hous- ye,’"
ing, Robert Baron, housing coon-ii inn I or. said Friday.
Cost of the facilities which in
elude room and 14 meals a week in
The Spartan Daily 1)111 pubthe Spartan cafeteria, for one selish only three times this week:
mester is $310.
today, aVednesday. and Friday.
Additional information may be
Daily publication %%ill begin net
obtained from the Housing Office.
1114onday.
Adm266.

Publishing Starts

’IsoF
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About the Daily

Monday, February 20, 1961

With the beginning of each semester and the -term of each
editor, tradition calls for a general explanation of certain Spartan Daily policies which, in SIAM- rases, may differ front those
previously obsened.
Limited space dictates a concentration upon three principal
areas of concern: editorials, Thrust and Parry letters and news
coverage.
While most editorials will be written by the editor, staff
members will be encouraged to express themselves in this column also. All editorials will bear the initials of the writer. Contrary to sonic beliefs. a panorama of topics and reflections may
be expressed in editorials.
Because of space limitations, maximum length for Thrust
and Parry letters will be 250 words. Letters must be signed.
and the author’s AB or faculty card number must appear with
the signature. We re,erve the right to edit all letters to eliminate libelous statements aml at
on individuals. Space permitting, all letters meeting the above requirements will be used.
Except for punctuation. style% spelling and grammatical cor
reetions. editing will be minimal.
Letters for publication should be placed in the Thrust and
Parry box in tlw Spartan Daily office which is located upstairs

’Link With the Past’

Remodel Tower--Don’t Destroy It,
President Urges Finance Director

In a letter sent
ill to Mr. John E. Carr, state director of
finance, Pres. John T. Wahlquist expressed the following sentiments
about Tower Hall:
Dear. Mr. Carr.
Since assuming the presidency at San Jose State College, I
have felt that this Institution has a real and definite asset in the
building which we know locally as Tower hall. This is the old main
building of the campus, actually the third building of the college
the first one having burned and the second one having been
shaken down in the great earthquake. Tower hall was built in 1910.
Since that time it has been synonymous with San Jose State College in the eyes of thousands of students and thousands of townsfolk. Its ivy-covered tower (which bears a plaque commemorating
the work of the poet Edwin Markham, one of our famous alumni)
and its covered walkways speak eloquently of the background and
traditions of this school. It is a firm link with the I03 -year-old past
of the California State colleges. On commencement days its inner
quad is the favorite spot for family graduation pictures; on
Founder’s Day it is the site of the president’s convocation ceremonies.
It has carried, and continues to carry, a heavy instructional
load. It still houses many of the important offices of the campus.
It will be useful to the operation of this institution for many years
to come, if it is remodeled and maintained as has always been
our desire.
We fear that the request of your department for the Division
of Architecture to estimate the cost of demolition of the structure
and replacement of the space in a new building, may not give
adequate weight to the place of the building in the hearts and
minds of San Jose. We do not fear, however, that any estimate
would, or could, show the replacement of the space to be more
economical than its remodeling. Several years ago we had requested
a rather extensive remodeling of the building and refurnishing
of the auditorium. More recently we requested that at least the
safety factors, such as an open stairwell and a dead-end corridor,
be corrected. We are still of the opinion that the building deserves
the more extensive treatment, but were willing to request only the
safety factors in our intense desire to continue its campus role.
Preservation of important public buildings is a common practice in California today, witness the restoration of the state capitol
at Benicia. We feel our structure rates with the most important
in the state, and earnestly ask your assistance on its behalf.
Sincerely yours,
John T. Wahlquist

in the Journalism and Advertising building beldnd the Spartan Bookstore.
Spa rt an li)ai ly poll icy concernin g news coverage will cont.
as outlined in the staff !Militia’ anti will be performed as in the
to the normal flow of news, officially
past. That is, in aildir
recognized campus organizations are given space to ann
information consequential to the. student body.
Since the Spartan Dail% is a tnonopol press we will not
take sides. for or iigainst. political candidates. nor shall we initiate personal campaigns or attacks against members of the stufacultv or ad
St ration. Ideas titus be questioned
dent
--not personalities.
It is our desire to keep the college citizenry abreast of campus and other pertinent inftirmation. News will be reported ac,
curatelv and objeeti% eIN . %.ithout personal bias and as interestingly as possible.
J.M.R.

Dr. Wahlguist’s Greeting:

Consider Possibilities
Of Spring, Says President
Welcome, all who are new to the College. And congratulations, all who are returning after a successful semester.
I hope that the necessary inconveniences of registration have
not caused any permanent damage in student-faculty relationships.
Perhaps when space travel is perfected, our scientists can turn their
attention to the perennial problem of standing in lines. Next to
the common cold, no other affliction of man wastes more time
and causes more misery. But let’s try to forget the troubles of
winter and consider the possibilities of spring.
"Goals for Americans," the latest report of the President’s
Commission on National Goals, expresses the ideals of our way of
life as being "+o guard the rights of the individual, to ensure
his development, and to enlarge his opportunity." These inspiring
objectives are shared by the college faculty, for our ultimate aim
is to assist each individual student along his self-appointed path
to the full realization of his potentialities.
This assurance, however, can by no means provide for every.
one the good life that has been envisioned. To enjoy the rights
guaranteed by our Constitution, the individual must, through his
own efforts, become fully informed of them, and of their limitations
and accompanying responsibilities; to develop his potentialities he
must be willing to work hard and to sacrifice much; and to benefit
from greater opportunities, he must be courageous enough to
accept their challenges.
As college students you have demonstrated your personal
determination to learn, to develop your talents, and to venture
into the unknown. We admire you for taking on, voluntarily, this
difficult job.
The San Jose State College faculty of specialist-scholars stands
ready to help you reach your goals. Yours is the American’s privilege of working toward them.
JOHN T. WAHLQUIST

c.
Exhibited in Library 5 ,tanditii
A selection of about 25 textile

design and leatherwork projects
created by Art 123 and 153 students are on display today in
the Library.
The exhibit, located in the
glass display cases on the reserve book floor, consists of
samples of silk-screened fabrics
and leatherwork articles.

Entered as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California. under The
act of March 3, 1879, Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Ann. Published daily by Associsted Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday and Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder-of-school-year basis. In fall semester, $4 in spring semester, $2.
EDITOR
Jim Ragsdale

Tareyton delivers the flavor...
DUAL
FILTER
DOES
IT!

’Misfits’ Deemed Unfit by Reviewer
By RICHARD DYER
"The Misfits," starring the
late Clark Gable and Marilyn
Monroe, is a gutsy, uneven,
somewhat tedious drama notable only for two reasons: it is
"The King’s" last film and Arthur Miller’s first screenplay.
The setting is Keno, Nevada.
Marilyn. a giddy, mixed-up gal,
Just has divorced her husband
(in reel life) on grounds of mental cruelty and incompatibility.
Sounds familiar, Arthur.
Enter Gable, a moody, disillusioned recluse with similar
problems. He recently left his
unfaithful wife, and now, with
the help of his dog, is trying
to find his place in the sun.)
BUDDING ROMANCE

Before long, the two realize
they’re in the same boat. Gable
drives Miss Moore to a brokendown shack in the desert where
they pour out tales of their
wasted lives. Basing the budding
romance on the old Aesop theory
that "misery loves company."

ll in 1...2.
the I 51
But look out! Here comes
Montgomery Chit, an anemiclooking bronc rider who has been
kicked so many times he doesn’t
know what day it is. "That
damn bull," he mutters romantically to Maryiln.
Chit is so disgusted and confused it’s not long before he hits
the bottle. When he does he falls
for MM and away we go.
MARILYN SHOCKED
Unfortunately, Miss Monroe
doesn’t realize just how tough
Gable really is until the last 20
pages in the script. MM is
shocked when Clark tries to
show his manliness by lassoing
six stallions and selling them as
Kal-Kan.
Marilyn threatens to leave if
he doesn’t stop running after
horses. Gable refuses and almost
gets stomped to death because
of it. MM finally forgives his
idiosyncrasy and the pair ride
off into the night.
Cheering on the sidelines.

throughout the opus
(;
auto-mechanic pal (Eli Wallactu
and Marilyn’s bosom friend
(Thelma Ritter). Believe it or
not, they’ve got problems
too,
Wallach plays a widower "with
ideas" and Thelma has just re.
nested diplomatic relations with
her ex.
OVERDOSE OF NEUROTICS

Playwright Miller has taken
a simple boy-meets-girl plot and
has added such an iiverdose of
sex, violence, unsympathetic nett.
motivation that the result is a
dreary, overdone movie which
runs itself into the ground.
Good acting and competent direction by John Huston sustains
the morbid tone but, handieappm
by Miller’s uncompromising in.
ept scenario, the film fails to
rise above the lurid. Although
a few good sequences create a
certain amount of interest, the
movie never quite hits the mark
intended. It’s like potential dy.
namite which failed to ignite.

It DOES make
a difference where
You service
Your car!

Why have YAGER & SILVA been the favorite of SJS students for over
25 years? That’s easy . . . because YAGER & SILVA offer courteous
efficient, dependable service.
Nothing is overlooked, everything is checked thoroughly and adjusted
expertly. Come in today and see how YAGER & SILVA’s expert car
servicing can save you much time, trouble and service.

FAVORITE OF SJS STUDENTS FOR OVER 25 YEARS!
YOU BENEFIT FROM OUR 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Lubrication Starter-Generator Brake Work
Engine Tune-up Super Shell with TCP

PARKING student
75c

Rafe

All day

$10.00 per month
THE TAREYTON RING
MARKS THE REAL THING!

25e 1st

Here’s one filter cigarette that’s really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton’s Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filterto balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
Tareyton deliversand you enjoythe best taste of the best tobaccos.
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SJS Student Tells of Life in Japan
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stABSII BEZOS
"1 wanted to see what it’s like
to he Japanese," said Lester Alderstudent ambassador who spent
last summer in Nagano sharing the
joys and woes of a wealthy native
family.
Relaxing in his attractive Allen
where he is head
la apartment
resident, graduate student Alderson, a past member of the Strategic Air Command, related a tingling glimpse (il oriental serenity
and intrigue.
He bad a taste of "Samurai"
movies, Buddhist art and an eyewitness view of an indigenous funeral.
’FAMILY’
His "family" in Nagano, to
whorn he referred often, consisted
,4 two boys, one junior high and
the other high school age, their I
mother and her sister.
"Their great-grandmother passed
away the third day after 1 at’iced," Alderson said. This, naturally, was followed by a long
string of well-wishing relations
and friends.
They visited the home rather
than a mortuary, however, as all
ceremony takes place there. For
each sitting room includes in its
decor a "tocanottli" with "bodi
d’harrna," native altar.
BUDDHA
A small statue of Buddha or
related oriental god reigns over
the altar. To us it might seem more
like an art display.
Because he showed an avid int crest in their art, many he met
along the way gave him rare treasures. His dorm apartment is lined
at the ceiling with a brightly-colused wood -block frieze given him
a Buddhist priest,
"We had to be careful," he add ed. "If one says he likes something,
these humble people end up giving
o to you."
Having been to the national muscum in Tokyo, Alderson said "the
little wholesaler in Nagano had a
better collection than many public
exhibits I saw."
The scroll wood cuts beat metic-

eichile and reflect ea, ei
patient work. But not all Japanese painting is done in this manner.
A narrow piece Alderson showed
of white parchment -like material
was blank save for some large
black characters he was wont to
translate.
To make them, artisans "dip
brushes and paint In great strokes,
never stopping to correct or retrace," he said,
Illustrating the break -neck piae
of his sight-seeing, Alderson remarked that he and "my family"
toured an average of 14 temples
per day. These were in outlying
lilies such as Moto and Nara
where the largest and oldest are
located. A minor in Asian studies,
his greatest interest was in the
religious centers. His B.A. degree
was in psychology,

JAPANESE PEOPLE
Yet his sharpest insight stemmed
from mingling with Japanese people. They treated him like a celebrity and continually asked for his
autograph. Americans are rare in
Nagano. Last summer, there were
only 12 out of a population of
17,060,
When asked for a typical day’s
schedule in Japan, Alderson gave
this outline: "At about 9:30 a.m.
we would have breakfast. This
was
followed at midmorning by
tea and cakes and then lunch at
the time we serve it.
’Then in the afternoon, you have
tea again if there is company,"
he said. Visitors were frequent
since many townspeople were cu rious to talk and visit with a "foreigner."
Dinner is spread at 6 p.m. in
most homes and another bout with
tea and cakes often occurs at 9:30
in the evening.
LEISURE-TIME
When queried on leisure-time rict ivit ies, Alderson said " Per capil a
area. 1 don’t think any country
has inOte recreation." On one local
holiday, for example, he saw 17, 000 people climbing Mt. Fuji "just
for fun."
"And Japanese tennis is a

I rwlk

ARTISTIC WALL SCROLL painted in quick brush strokes by a
Zen master, is shown by Les Alderson, graduate student in psychology, who was a student ambassador to Japan last summer.
scream," he smiled. "It’s played
on a dusty dirt court: the ball is
so soft you can squeeze it flat
and the racket is made of widespread cat gut.
"This makes it a very slow game
--- everyone is swinging like crazy,"
he said. Ad lusting to the norm, a
crowd of high school students
gathered to watch the game, get
signatures.
EXPERIMENT
Ahlerson’s visit to Japan was an
"experiment in international Heine" sponsored by the World Affairs council. He says the program
started at New York state university and then spread to other
colleges.
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The latest issue of Chaparral.
the Stanford university humor
magazine, plays the feature spotlight on San Jose State College
with special emphasis on the coed
population here, according to Tom
Weaver, Chaparral publicity director.
The new issue reaches stands on
and around the Stanford area today and may be purchased at the
Spartan Bookstore where an extra
large order has been received.
Special note is made in the feature articles of the fact that SJS
is blessed with a large portion of
female students whereas at Stanford, the men far outntantyr the
women. One SJS lovely In particular, Judy Osborne, is presented
in a two-page picture to illustrate
what is lacking on the northern
campus.
As a special outgrowth of the
article a move has been made on
the Stanford campus to remedy,
at least temporarily, the imhalanee. About 900 Stanford men
have purchased tickets for a
March 3 dance where it is hoped
an Nati% ident numbre- of SJS women will attend.
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iI,t the Mai h
luI_1l.
about fereMoll 11111W
evident in the
has reached even the student h’1 ’l. ap
pearial recently %lien local bookstores reported tii.al.le inerea,q, in the number of books. being bold
Ilam J. 11%inerolh, manager of the ’,parka’ Bookstore
stated that since the end of the fall .erneAer
,tor, hie imreltaw.1 Jour.’ limn $211,000 worth of used hook- him] -1 iiiliiits.
He explained that last year thee
guessed that similar situations exfigure was approximately $9000.
Bob Fagundes of the California ist at other area colleges and universities.
Bookstore and Robert WinegartiIt was also thought that the
ener of Robert’s Bookstore also
report substantial increases in the increased enrollment, better prices
for the books, and lack of interest
volume of student book sales.
in reference libraries may have
TIGHT MONEY
combined to pl Willer. the increase
Although r several factors were in sales by students. It was
also
thought to be causing the increase, suggested that students may have
it was considered a strong possi- needed more money just for the
lality by the store managers that lone
the current slump in the economy
\ 1s
III i 1,11Nr
has resulted in a tight money sit,
A that
Ill I ’ri1J
uation among college students. the reces,iim u caming tinancial
Rather than save the books fur I ill fleilitleS
,I,t1e111, is the
future reference, students may be Isiah-mem iv he
placement
converting them to needed cash. officer. la.. EfIW;l!i
s. that

Mr. Wineroth said that the City there hos liven no more than the
College booksture has recorded usual seasonal decline in job opincreased used book sale: at the portmitiog handled by the
same percentage as to

-ssis,r-SSite;
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ROBERT’S BOOK CO.
extends a money back
guarantee (with purchase
receipt) for unblemished
jbooks until March 15...
the last day to
drop classes.
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The two new telephones in the bassinet are the
result of a perfect marriage of research and design.
They illustrate the way Gen Tel constantly strives
to make the telephone an ever more convenient and
helpful service of modern life.
The Starlite" phone in the foreground is a new
"compact" only half the size of a standard desk
phone. Its PANELESCE NT% (electroluminescent)
dial glows in the dark for easy dialing, and can be
turned up to serve as a night light.
The Space -Maker* phone can be hung anywhere
on posts and In tight corners. Both dial and handset
can be adjusted to fit the space and the convenience of the user.
These new and modern phones for the home were
developed by our subsidiary, Automatic Electric,
largest supplier of telephone equipment to America’s Independent telephone industry.
They are but two examples of how General Telephone & Electronics works to improve equipment
and advance communications for the home, for
industry and national defense both here and
tad. Mork
abroad.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE&ELEOTRONICS)

s Ii S It

JS Coed 1--\- T "
’Population’ Recession Hits Campus;
In Chaparrel Used Book Returns Up

Thriftiest Prices
In Town

ROBERT’S
BOOK CO.
4th Street Opposite Library

t,

’onday. February 20, 1961

4SPARTAN DAILI

Pres. To Begin
Book on State
College System

Glee Clubs Await Decision
Of Cancelled Service Tour

.
the .... i’resident
(C1,111111111,11 (roll’ Pligl I I
reinforce the insurance obtained Nal&
He said that the release reby the students to the extent necessary to preclude financial em- pauired of the students, waiving
barrassment to the state or col- i the responsibility of tne government, would place the whole relege.
6. Should the show be accepted sponsibility on the laps of the
for an overseas tour under the Board of Education.
auspices of the Department of DeMATS set a new safety record
fense or Department ot th..Arms
for 1960 according to the Feb. 11
insurance coverage would be pr,,- issue of "Army Navy Air Force
vided by the government.
Journal.- The journal said "MATS
’This is the tirst time the ne, smashed its own flying record in
policy has directly affected STY.;
1960 to set a new all-time low
Vice President Dusel said. "S,Is of 1.45 accidents per 100.000 fly:
normally uses scheduled anti*, ing hours.
for athletic events
"Lt. Gen. Joe W. Kelly, MATS
Protecting the interest: of stu- commander, said there were no
dents and family caused the State passenger fatalities or injuries be
Board of Erlucati..n to h 0.1 Ilp I
the seeoed eons...mike ve,,
to

JUNE GRADS
Accounting, Business, Liberal Arts
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

has openings for trainees in the Federal career
service in San Francisco and other Northern
California points.
Interviews at the Placement Office March 1. 1961.
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’S CORRA:SABLE BOND
Typing errors never show on Conisable. The special ismface of this paper makes it possible to erase without a
tracewith just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: clean.
looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, make no nii,take type on Corriisable!
Your choice of Corri,able in
light, medium, heavy weights and
/
Onion Skin. In handy 100.
sheet packets and 500-sheet
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Amws
Corrisable.
/7rilair4454s4a/
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER COHPOR TION
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Pres. John T. Wahlguist soon
will begin work on a 40,000-word
manuscript on the educational
system he knows bestthe state
college.
The president was invited to
make the study by the Center of
Applied Research in Education,
Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.
-The State College" is to be
THE
AMERICAN
EMBASSY
STORMING
library. They carried a picture of the late Congo
completed Oct. 1. It will be one
COMPOUND in Cairo, a mob of Egyptian
premier, Patrice Lumumba, protesting his
of 75 volumes comprising the Listudent demonstrators ransacked the U.S.
death at hands of Congo tribesmen last week.
brary of Education published by
the center.
According to Lowell C. Pratt,
SJS publications manager, the
library is designed primarily for
teachers and administrators seeking current information on education.
The four major areas of the
Marching around campus with a personality clash Induced him to dent usually acts the complainant library are: learning and teachingp
a sign on one’s back shouting UN- lower a grade, but in most cases ’role, but this need not set a prece- practices, administrational organization and finance, educational in
FAIR in large lettel.t won’t change misunderstanding is at the crux dent.
stit ut ions, and philosophy an.1
.in undesetved glade after finals. rrf the problem," he maintained.
NAME!: CONFIDENTIAL
but the’ e is a stay, See Di. John
Dr. W,,,,,let aril emphasized the theory.
’TOUCHY
SITUATION’
I: Woody, ard. i.e.:twit-tie professor
The Library of Education
fart that the Fah ness committee
This is a touchy
of education and chairman of the
investigates in a completely con - supposed to shorten the time be
continued. "On contacting an inFoirness committee. N7B.
frontal manner. and refused Col twe en completion of education ;ua
we often find him on,
The student fairness committee
mention names even in examples I research and the moment it
,ties not discuss problems in the defensive. saying ’you have no that illustrate this attiele.
reaches the educator.
mi.:mists or positive terms. It sag- right to quest iin my judgment’ I
board members
ques.180‘,,,,l’efir
\ keS and recommends. don’t have to answer your
directly to Pres. John T.
nu -iof all, its sympathies tions,’ and so on."
’Wahlquist and the college arimin
Most questions tending to %win- istration: thus they form a sane :tie with a student, if his case is
kb e committee members’ bmws tiened judicial unit nn campus.
st tong.
stem from grade problems . . .
witten rulrs set number of
PROCEDURE CLICKS
Job in
with personnel
"A student feels he has been
Fairness committee procedure unfairly evaluated, or, if person- cemmittee members at five stu- managers will be discussed tomordents
and
five
faculty
representsclick: in when a student takes a alities enter in, that he has not five,. At
row by Dr. Edward P. Shaw, head
piesent, however, only of the Industrial Relations departproblem to a committee member, been graded objectively,
Di. lea student: sit in on hearings,
ment.
says Dr. Wen ri w a rd.
Woodward asserted.
for fine dt ’plied cut. They are:
Dailey auditorium will
’Sometimes it end: here, if the
"We
had
a
case
of
cheating
last
MEMBERS
BOARD
be the setting of the 12:30 p.m.
case is weak, 1.%tially cases inyeal."
he
continued.
"An
instruct
or
Nat
en
Met
bony,
Mary
McCartalk which is open to all strider-us.
voke a stodent-instructor disathought two students had collat. thy. Dick F,.st man. and student
Dr.. Shaw, an industrial relogreement." he remarked.
orated on the final exam and with- chairman Ted Ileckathm n: fac- lions consultant, will discuss ma -"If a delinite point is involved, held their gradesgave them
ulty
an
DI. John E. NVomiward. Lil- lions commonly asked by employthe student fill: out a formal pe- incomplete," he said,
thin
Billington Mrs. Nadine A ers and the importance of grade
tition I new this year I." he went
This difficulty departs from the Hammond, Ifarri-.on F. Heath and point averages and extra curlicuon. "This is handed to me next. ,norm, of course, in that the slit- F1 P..,..hrot Patterson.
jar activities.
"Before formal hearing, we hold
an inquiry with the instructor."
he said. "Often, he will admit that

"WHAT A
WAY TO GO’
Women find me
irresistible in niv
A 1Tapers. DOP
get me wrong -,
like it. But how
much can one
man take. Please
wear your A I
Tapers as mac’
as possible ar ;

SJS Fairness Committee
Remedies Unfair Grades

IR Head To Talk
On Job Interviews

At your favorite campus shop

Marine Information
Officer To Visit Here
A Marine coil,: .,Ificer will he
on campus tomorrow, Wednesday,
and Thursday to discuss officer
training programs with interested
SJS students.
Captain Richard C. Schulze will
be in the Outer Quad between 9
a.m. and 3 p.m. on those three
days to discuss training programs
which lead to a commission and
adsanced training as either an
aviation or field officer.
Under the Platoon Leaders class,
training tor qualified freshman,
sophomores and juniors is conducted rturinng the summer at two
six -week period:. Other programs
are offered for senior students
. and colleeo gimlicdes.
-

GETTING DOWN TO CASES ...WITH AN ELECTRONIC COMPUTER

A young lawyer may spend many years searching through
the countless volumes in a law library before he ever
gets a chance to plead a case. His job is to research the
cases which may provide legal precedent. Its a very
necessary but tedious task.

how to win by a head
ri
.111 ,-S that lead to rr,mance (at are easy to come
by if you go buy ’Vaseline’ Hair Tunicmade .vecially for
men who use water with their hair tonic. ’Vaseline’ Hair
Tonic is 100% pure light grooming oilreplaces oil that
water removes. ’Vaseline’ flair Tonic won’t evaporate, stays
clear and clean on your hair. And just a little does a lot!

/nets.
0,1
ifg Ciro/

VASELINE HAIR TONIC

Recently it was demonstrated that an IBM computer
could accomplish electronic retrieval of statutory law.
Nearly 2,000 statutes pertaining to a specific area of the
law were stored in the computer’s memory In response
to Inquiries. the computer searched its memory at eler.
tronic speed and on instructions pointed out either
citations or the full text of relevant statutes. This was
accomplished in minutes. It might have taken a young
lawyer the entire day.

You nmfiinlly 11:1IP

A

Putting computers to work in unusual ways is not new
at IBM. Computers are now doing remarkable jobs in
interesting and important areas of buSiness, industry,
science and government.
If you are interested in a company that offers you an
exciting career with virtually unlimited growth potential,
then you should investigate IBM. Positions are open in research, development, programming and manufacturing.
The IRM representative will be glad to discuss any ono
of these fields with you. Your placement office can give
you further information and arrange for an appointment.
Or you may write, outlining your background and
interests, to: Manager of Technical Employment IBM
Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 2’

hotter r [wire to grow with a growth company.
IBM will interview March 8 and 9
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Remember, We Have.
IT’S A FACT...
WE BOUGHT
MORE USED
BOOKS THAN
EVER IN THE
HISTORY OF
THE COLLEGE!
THIS GIVES
A GREATER
SELECTION
FOR YOU

COMPLETE
USED

0

INFORMATION

ON CLASS REQUIREMENTS

BOOKS That No One Else Will Have
REGARDLESS OF FLAMBOYANT CLAIMS BY OTHERS

Money Back Guarantee Until March 15th
(with Register Receipt)
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3-4 Record

Spartans Fifth in League Race
Loyola Boosts
Lead in WCAC
Tide Chase
Defending champion L
picked on the Santa Clara valley
entrants in the West Coast athletic
conference to surge into the lead
in quest of their second straight
league eniwn.
A powerful. well balanced starting five have given the Lions from
Los Angeles the edge in a league
of hut and cold squads,
Seniors Tom Ryan and Jerry
Grote and junior Ed Bento have
combined their talents to give
their squad a 7-1 conference mark.
Only USF is in a challenging
position, with a 4-1 league record.
}lento. a six-foot six-Inch Hawaiian forward, is the only man
in the league to make the top
10 in four offensive departments.
He is the league leader in free
throw shooting, third in scoring
and rebounding, and fourth in field
HOT FOOTSpartan guard Vance Barnes seems to be having
goal percentage.
toe trouble as he snags a rebound in the recent Santa Clara
Ryan is the Loyola captain and
game. Teammate Joe Braun offers a helping hand as Ron McGee
is the league’s top rebounder.
(23) and Gene Shields (behind Barnes), the villain of the story,
Grote, MVP in the conference a
look on.
year ago, is another vital cog in
- the Lion offensive.
San Francisco’s Dons, untie , new coach Pete Peletta moved into undisputed second place with
man-to-man defense has
a victory over St. Marys two I The seven game slate during
weeks ago. The Dons are another’ semester break did little to alter limited SJS opposition to an avbalanced five with overall strength the overall picture of SJS varsity erage of 49.1 points per game in
basketball statistics. Center Joe 20 outings.
rather than an individual star.
Forward Denny Bates and guard
St. Marys. relying heavily on Braun continues to dominate the
All-American candidate Tom Mes- Spartans in roost offensive depart- Vance Barnes trail Braun in the
scoring race with 135 and 124
chary. is third in the league race ments.
The USC transfer has amassed points respectively. Bates leads
with a 4-2 mark. The Gaels
stormed back to beat Santa Clara a total of 197 points in 20 con- the locals in free throw shooting
after dropping a thriller to USF. tents for an average of 9.8 points with a .671 percentage, good for
Meichary, second to UOP’s Ken per game. Braun also leads the eighth in the league.
Norm Bostock and sophomore
Stanley in scoring, is the league club in field goals 4731. field goal
.4011, free throws guard Bill Yonge are right behind
leader in field goal percentage. percentage
The Gaels have monopolized the ,31 t. and rebounds I 1331.
big Bill Robertson in the Spartan
The primary statistical feat for
latter department with teammates
scoring list. with Gary Ryan a
Tom Sheridan and Ham Holmes the Spartans has been their defensi., e record, eitrrently the best seventh member of the squad of
trailing Meschary.
rwtnl,
Irirrarr, iiic 1141 piiint mark.
Santa Clara moved back into in tbi.
ormer division by virtue of
their I83-29 win over SJS Tuescia!.
night. roach Bob Ferrick’s Broncos suffered one of the few bir
upiets of the WCAC campaign
when they were defeatet by hapcNre’
straight-away this spring.
less Pet-me -dine in Los Angeles.
the pl,alswe it watching ’ Hullo
The former Spartan star transSanta Clara slipped from a def- Bob- Poynter churn down the ferred to Los Angeles state for
inite contender to the role of
the spring semester after being
spoiler with a dbsasterous Pair
declared ineligible for the SJS
game losing streak. The defense
arsity.
minded Bruncs fell before St.
Poynter transferred to San Jose
Marys and Penoerdine and lost
after an illustrious prep and juntwo tilts to title bound Loyola.
ior college career in Pasadena anti
San Jose State has s,milarly
spent his sophomore year matchbeen noshed tovvard the bottom
ing
N
g,rs,Ini:ides with teammate Ray
of the league by Santa Clara and
Lo,ola The locals have yet to
The pair combined to give Coach
Wry powe-ful USF and St. Marys
Bud Winter the nucleus for a
and have one more meeting with
whippet quick 440 relay team, The
cellar-dwelling COP.
quartet, with Bob Brooks and
its
usual
arose
from
Pepperdine
Nerd Herkenrath adding their talupending
doormat
by
Mace as
ems. lost by a stride in the 1959.
Sports
L.A.
Santa Clara at the
Modesto Relays 880 relay.
arena. The Waves are winless othTexas, anchored by Olympian
erwise. Sophomore Noel Smith
Eddie Southern, won the race and
has been the lone bright spot for
the Los Angeles school.
in doing so established a new
Not figured to be in the startworld standard for the event.
ing five this year, Smith has
The pair combined to form the
stepped into the WCAC spotlight
U.S. entry in the meet against
BOB POYNTER
with a 16 point average in eight
. . . ex -Spartan Russia in 1959.
games.

Braun Paces Spartans

Interclass Meet Opens Track Season
San

power, unveils its unheralded as
as publicized prospects lot
the 1961 season %%itli the annual
Interclass track meet. scheduled
for Friday. Feb. 2-I.
Track coach Bud Winter, the
meet co-ordinator, tuts divided
-

WPII

Winter , ranging from the 75 you dash
to
varsity aspirants into five clubs, sity competitors. Coach
relay the..ne131
by means of a player draft. Eligi- emphasized the fraternity
eight
20nocyrauer:
- - ble are graduate students who I event, an RSIO yard run with
7.n.. is a
Entry
emulition
have completed their varsity eli- members on each squad.
sent out to tht where people believe that uther
gibility, as well as members of blanks are being
people um as good as they ore,
fraternities for the race.
this year’s Spartan squad.
. . STUART CHASE:.
National
Th, novice division is open to A full slate of track and field
! Brotherhood Week, Feb. 19-26.
all students not classified as var. levents will be offered with races
s

Impala VP Sport Sedan

Impala V8 Sport Coupe

Impala V8 2 Door Sedan

Bel air V8 4 Door Sedan

Bet All P82 -Door Sedan

Biscayne VS
V8 4 Door Sedan

Impala 118 Convertible

JET-SMOOTH
CHEVROLETS

PRICED

T7\

LOWER

than competitive
models!!!

Mew.:

Every one of the 18 Chevrolets you see
here is priced lower than comparable
competitive models.

Wago),

Proof of how easy
erw
tisawrior

it is to fit a Chevy into your budget. And
every model gives you Chevy’s Jet smooth ride and dozens
styling

advantages

BATIK
Batik Print sport shirts by Arrow capture
th,-; look of the hand-worked prints of Java.
These rich muted tones provide your

wardrobe with a new expression of color.
Styled in the authentic button-down collar.

.5

A:11r411
0,;41%disgt

Long sleeves $5.00
Short sleeves $4.00

.04
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-Cum Laude Collection’
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Nomad Six 4 DOW 6 Passenger Statton Wagon
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of other engineering and

in

Nomad V8 4 -Door 6-Passenger Station Wagon

you

Parayrood Six 4.Door 9 Passenger Slat.,’ Wag

_

can’t find in anything
*Ise selling at anywhere
neat the money.
*Based on a comparison of manufacturers’
suggested retail prices (including Federal tax) for
models with 118 -inch wheelbase or above

Parka- -4 1,
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41,

Pa’ senger Station Wagon

,
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Parkwood V8 4000r 6 Passenger Station Wagon

See the new Chevrolet cars. Chet
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Door 6 Passenger Station Wagon
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Brookwood V8 4 -Door 6.Passenger Station Wagon

Corvairs and the nett Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet doiler’s

FIG. 9

Track Siar Poyh;er Transfers
From SJS to Los tagees State

The Appeal of

Nomad V8 4 Door 9 Passenger Station Wagon

Biscayne 1182 Door Sedan
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"I DON’T THINK THERE’S ANY END
TO THE OPPORTUNITY IN THIS BUSINESS"
When Gene Segin got his B.S. in Business Administration at the University of Illinois, he was
in touch with 8 prospective employers.
Gene joined Illinois Bell Telephone Company
because: "The people I talked to here made it
very clear that I would not be shuffled into some
narrow specialized job. I thought this job offered
the greatest opportunity for broad experience."

Today, Gene’s chief responsibilities me in management training and development, and compa ityunion relations. The latter includes contract bargaining and helping settle labor disputes.

On his first assignment Gene was gent to Springfield where he conducted courses in human relations for management people.

I-low does Gene feel about his job? "It’s a real
challenge. I’m in some of the most vital and interesting work in the country." And about the
futureWell there aren’t any pushover jobs
around here. It’s tough. But if a man has what it
takes, I don’t think there’s any end to the opportunity in this business."

His next move was to a traffic operations job
in Rock Island. On this assignment he was in
charge of all personnel who are directly responsible
for handling telephone calls in this heavily populated area. Here Gene earned a reputation for
sound judgment and skill in working with people.
He was promoted to Traffic Supervisor.

If you’re looking for a job with no ceiling on ita job
where you’re limited only by how much responsibility
you ea n take and how well you can handle itthen
you’ll want to visit your Placement Office for literature
and additional information on the Bell Companies.

-Our number one aim is to hare in all
management jabs the mast vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative own lIT
can possibly find."
Frederick R. Kappa!, Preolid,,,

American

Telephone 6 Telegraph Co.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

on
L:orolitkm
at other
hey ore"
National
19-26.

Campbell Seeks 5th Pro Win

Third for Br oncos

By GARY PALMER

The San Jose State boxer
stopped all four previous foes in
less than the designated distance, but Young will send his
glover out to go the route tomorrow.

LAURELS FOR LIGHTWEIGHT -San Jose sophomore Harry
Campbell receives congratulations from Buddy Baer as he
accepts the first Max Baer Trophy award in Sacramento earlier
this month.

Camacho, the more experienced
-F the two, has tangled with the
likes of "Bandit" Ben Medina, Al
Medrano and undefeated local
lightweight,

Luis Molina, and

-,,is put together one of Its finest
., asive efforts of the season,
1,.oing a 50 per cent field goal
average on 30 attempts. But the
thirtieth shot, a jumper by guard
Bill Yonge with four seconds remaining, misfired and USF grabbed the WCAC win, 40-39.
San .1oo dominated the first
-

The Dons bounced back to tie
the game with 9:30 remaining and
took the lead for the first time,
36-35, on two Thomas free tosses.
Still a single marker ahead, USF
lost the ball with 18 seconds left
and the Spartans waited for and

25c a line first insertion
10c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room lb. Tower Hall
or send in handy order blank with
check or money order
No Phone Orders
Apartments for Rent

Wanted
Wanted: Childless college
car. Will exohange housing for fro’
portation and/or domestic help. C
AL 2-0434.

-- handle 2
g .1:
One bedroom
rt. ample parko 1 -Students
Transportation
.
So. 9. Jas. A. Claiton
W Santa Clara st. CV 2-4282 Ride Hayward /
’’,. im1.
on LU 1.6864.
home, double -single priv. en For Salo
- ’CY 5-7355 62 No. 7th Si.
m.p.g. Tell, 6ver pay1960
Lloyd-45
Reci.,,d rent -rn.
apts. 4 men
Owe 73$. $33 per mo. Call
1.
U,. incl. I
college. CV 4..423$ afer 530 p.m.
.11 Personal
lie4.rx semester. Corn
t ng
:1. auto washer 444
J
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12..50
in gold free. A real oier,
P’Us
.ient kit. prlvl ". AL 2.9191.
COLLEGE Reasonab’e rent
s.
- r 3 cr 4
r.

quently it looked like Harry was
tired in the late rounds, but he
proved that wrong when he cairnshack with seven or eight jabs in
a row that caused the fight to be
stopped," Young said.

they whitewashed the branch office.

Special Services
HOME
-NE IN
671

TYPING

Dave Armstrong, Byron Kobayashi. Bob Loper., Stewart,
Fred Yructa and George Hewitt :ill scored fall wins and Jerry
Nelson shut out his foe 8-0 in a
decision.

Frosh Cagers Drop
Three Straight Tilts

reg. $1.25

ociiides spaghetr,ad
salad, coffee, and bread and butter

how"
"spaghetti made by people who know

HALF MOON
RESTAURANT
2687 STORY ROAD

63 in as tilt played In Fresno, The
unleashed
foruardsi
Bulldogs
Vern Crioiratian and Mike McMu’.
Ray
Pherson and center
(’artyto grab the victor). Forward Bill Robertson led the losers with 19 points, as personal
high.
Following Saturday night’s game

with USE’. the Spat-tans have four
12 from the foul line to give the
his Angeles five a 44-33 win over conference games remaining. The
Dons. St. Mary’s and COP will all
SJS the following Tuesday.
Sento and Jerry Grote scored
perform at San Jose and the Spar22 out of the final 23 points in
tans will venture to Morriga for
the game, played in the Los Anthr
:t
geles sports arena. Grote finished the contest with 21 markers and Denny Bates hit as 1960
SJS high of W.
Peppetdine dropped two to San
Jose State by scores of 68-46 and
Thr,sACtT.u9-s6 p.m..
67-56. Norm Bostock found the
MON..

1.25

Fred’s
Barber
Shop

just one field goal and four points

by SJS. He bounced back with 2: 1.
ri the encounter down south

35 E Sco,

Old Nt odd Charm in Dininff

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every. Night
beNtic
Die Rhinelander
?;1
Wanda
Band
Baughn
Fri. & Sat. Nites’A

Swimmers Win
First Three Meets
By Wide Margins

So.

For ZHeaded
Pipe Coiled=

the 50 yard freestyle, but Don
came hack with a win in the 100.
Jim Monsees garnered his first
win of the year in the 200 yard individual medley and Paul Yancey won his second breaststroke
race in three 1961 outings for SJS.
Johnson captured his second
straight meet in diving with teammate Bob Ilayygood finishirm sec-

ond.

Skiers Wanted

event.
Gouger, a standout on last year’s
squad, is expected to bolster new
coach Roy Davis’ team Friday
when they open dual meet competition against Stanford at Palo Alto.
The SJS gymnast tied for second

Send for your two-headed

pipe today!

Coach Mings is looking for contestants for a meet to be held
Saturday and Sunday. A workout
is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon in Spartan stadium.

"Whoever degrades another degrades me, and whatever is done
and would have notched first if he or said returns at last to me."
had not missed a routine, accord- . . . WALT WHITMAN. National
rI
Brotherhood Week, Feb. 19-26.
In free exercise at the UCLA meet

NOW
Sir Walter Raleigh
in the
new pouch pack
keeps tobacco
44% fresher!

Departure July 23rd
elfsenve
Appeulniatisly
Actual Si..

Over by ship --7 nights in Honolulu

Fly home by jet .

.

Only
oo

its own tiny
your desk, mantel, or bookshelf
...mighty good smoking, too!
This is a wonderful value!

San Jose State Tour to Hawaii

drrrnr

Tuesday, Feb. 21 -Saturday, Feb. 25 ONLY
5 p.m. until 12

Fresno state avenged an early

xcismin t,sus to the locals Icy out ...tiring coach Inman’s eager. 614-

Feb. 3 invasion on San Jose by
guiding his mates to a 54-45 win,
Ryan, top rebounder in the league,
controlled the boards and tallied
16 points.
Junior forward Ed Bento meshed
five field goals and hit 12 out of

0

same Saturday afternoon in dumpReliable Keith Gouger, San Jose
ing Oregon 58-37. Ross Berry was State’s only entry in the UCLA
Students inteiested in particiI the only double winner for tha Invitational gymnastic meet Fel, pating on the San Jose State var,I locals with wins in the 220 and , 11, turned in a top notch perform- sity ski team are requested to con440 freestyle events.
ance as he captured the tumbling tact coach Turley Mings today.
Gary Dahl of the Ducks defeat- title for the second straight year between 11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. in
ed SJS record holder Beukers in and just missed in the free exercise CH214.

59c

conference losses suffered by
SJS mince the close of the fall
semester. A pair of WCAC setbacks were dealt the Spartans
by league powerhouse Loyola.
Lion captain Tom Ryan led a

The Spartan freshman basketball squad ran into rugged oppo’ sition on their vacation schedule
I and marred an impressive 8-1 recAmerica’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
ord with three consecutive losses
Danny Glines’ yearlings could
manage only one win, a 68-52 rout
of the Coast Guard Seahawks.
while losing to San Jose city colSUNDAY
lege and the Stanford and Santa
through
Clara freshmen.
THURSDAY
)
Stanford avenged an earlier loss
its hearings.
by scalping the SJS quintet 69-38
Stewart started the Spartans on in a preliminary to the Indianthe road to recovery as he posted a USC contest. Santa Clara foland He- P
second round pin over the Bruins’ lowed suit by turning the table<
Bernie Prod< in a 147-pound con - on the Spartababes in the Ci% ie
lest.
garden eily iloArau
auditorium Tuesday evening, 5TNelson had to settle for a draw, 50.
-1
51
Market
(
hut Yrueta, Slate and liodgins
Bronco Bob Garibaldi surpassed
Aearvrssirsrraistrerrarstr T
."T, air ii Neill r. rut !turners grabbed the final three events to the 20 point mark against SJS deovide the locals with their three - fenses for the second time with a
turned in two dual meet wins in
SPECIAL OFFER...
bunt margin.
total of 22. Mammoth center Harry
two days over the weekend to
At San Diego. San Jose grapEdwards led the Spartans for the
extended their 1961 record to three
plers recorded four more pins second consecutive game with a
victories without defeat.
en route to a comparatively easy 14 point output.
SJS won all but two events Fri- victory over the Aztecs.
Edwards and forwards Mel
day night in drowning hapless OreLopez and Slate both bounced Simpson and Bob Nye continued to
Ross
Captain
67-18.
gon State,
their opponents in first round ac- battle for club scoring leadership.
Berry, Don Beukers and Bobby tion. while Stewart and Yrueta
Nye was the top point getter in
doutheir
Wegman all duplicated
overpowered another pair of Az- the San Jose city college and
meet
ble wins of the 62-37 UCLA
tec oyannters.
Coast Guard contests.
Genuine imported hand -carved
in leading the Spartans.
San Jose’s lone loss was to CaliGuard Craig Carpenter leads the
cherrywood pipe...
The visiting Beavers had to set- fornia earlier in the year, hut squad in free throw shooting. The
that really smokes!
tle for firsts in the 200 yard breast- several key men were out with in- Palo Alto guard is over the 80 pet stroke and 400 yard medley re- juries at the time.
cent mark. He has been the play lay, in which San Jose was dismaker for coach Glines’ team while This unique two -headed pipe is a
qualified. School record holder
real conversation piece,. .a must
rotating at guard with Tom Nicht.re
Pete Wolfe won the 200 yard
for your collection! Hand -carved
ols and Gary Gresham.
’. w .1 ;or
erfly and Jim Johnson captiii.Alps
and
finished
Italian
in the
^Pv.
the diving for other SJS wins.
in gay colors. Stands alone on
State dished oat more of the
legs. Ideal for

Lone SJS Entry
Tumbling Titlist

Chef’s Special
SPAGHETTI DINNER*

Lit Ile All-American
rig of I der garnered only 11 points and
his Redlands mates did no better
two rifle passes and the
hook from the corner by Shields as State topped the small college
five 55-41.
gave Santa Clara the game.
The unhappy Valentine from the
Coach Stu Inman called the
cross town school kept alive a game, played during finals, "a gocid
streak of Bronco - over - Spartan , win," and labeled the Spartans’
wins dating back to 1958.
’ two game WCAC invasion of Still The defeat was one of three
them California as "satisfactory."
reached the flue sec
A well devised play coo-.

But Santa Clara captain Pete
Lillevand quickly fouled Yonge.
The sophomore guard missed the range against the Waves. hittinc
free toss and the Broncos called for 17 and 14 points. Noel Smith.
time rotit as the auditorium clock
who came north leading in the
league scoring race, was limited ti

In fact, the only Pomona sv:,,
pier to score points in a mat ,l
"Harry’s in good shape and has was Norm Hoffman. who droppbeen working with Billy Walker a 9-5 decision to Slate.
missed their one attempt.
Stewart’s pin came in lightning’
and Johnny Gonsalves in preperalion for this one and I’m confident like fashion, after only 59 seconds
he can handle Camacho," Young of the first stanza. Yrueta likewise
whipped his foe in short order,
declared.
seoring a fall after 1:01 of the
Tickets for tomorrow night’s opening round.
scrap are $2 and $3 and may be
It looked as though the tide
Room in c,.1
residence
ne or purchased at the boxoffice of the
,ntlemen. Garage spare.
had changed when the Spartans
Santa Cruz Auditorium. The first
Furnished opt. $85. 5 blocks from preliminary bout gets under way ran up against strong l’CLA.
The Bruins clawed their way to
132 N. 8th CV 75608.
at 8:30 p.m.-G.P.
three straight wins in the match,
New furnished apts. 2 -bedroom 455 !’
before San Jose was able to get
8. Apt. #lA CV 7-9024.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:

A sweeping hook by Santa Clara
went up several points during sophomore Gene Shields proved unsemester break a, Hugh Mum. defensible, even for the nation’s
by’s grapplers bounced four foes leaders at the art, and provided
the margin of defeat as the Bronin four slays on a trek through
cos edged SJS 30-29 at the Civic
central and southern California. Auditorium Tuesday night.
The ’monism left Sall Jose
The WCAC contest climaxed a
Feb. 8 with a modest 2-1 dual meet seven game vacation slate, with
mark and returned Feb. 12 with an the Spartans winning three and
ego-Ixdstering 6-1 slate.
losing
four contests. San Jose
in fact, it was Bernie Slate, moved into top position in the
along with teammate LeRoy Stew- country in team defense but the
art. who sparked the four match offense has failed to provide an
attack that saw the Spartans whip ladequate balance.
Cal Poly SLO) 17-11, bury their
SJS took an early lead In the
Ponunm colinterpart, 36-0: edge Santa Clara game behind Dennis
it
16-13, and trip San Bates and Joe Braun and held on
Die’s state 2/3-8.
for a 16-13 halftime edge.
The Spartans registered 12
Bob Ferrick’s crew moved into
pins In 32 uiiatelies. with mix of
the lead eaily in the second half
them muting against hapless Cal
to set the stage for the climactic
Poly at Pomona.
finish. With about three minutes
San Jose look use of eight remaining, the Broncs, with a one

is matches from C.P. at San Luis
point lead, went into a stall.
Obispo and received added points
Spartan guard Bill Yonge pilwhen heavyweight Paul Hodgins
fered a pass at mid -court and
pinned his opponent.
hayed it In to put Sian Jose back
The grapplers traveled further
In front. State grabbed the ball
south and found the sledding conagain off the defensive board
siderably easier at Pomona. Mumand controlled with less than a
by’s charges had a field day as
minute remaining.

considered a strong, aggressive
fighter.
Contrary to belief that Campbell
\\ as tiring in the late rounds of
his last fight with Flory Olguin
in San Francisco, Young claims his
half, hitting 61 per cent and con- sharp-punching portege was as
trolling both backboards. Only for- strong as ever at the end.
ward Eddie Thomas of the Dons
"I told him to hold on inside,
could permerite the Spartan de- because Olguin likes to bull his
fense as the locals led 26-22.
opponents around. and conse-

Dons Edge Spartans 40-39
\ n oId nemesis, bad luck, fol,d the Spartan basketballers to
, Francisco Saturday night and
.1ted in another one point loss.

By TODD PHIPERS

Sin Jose Slate wrestling stock

Sophomore Harry Campbell returns to the ring wins tomorrow
night in Santa Cruz, when he
tangles with another San Jose
battler David Camacho--in a 10round main event.
The smooth -working Campbell
will be after his fifth win in as
I
many pro starts, and Campbell’s
outspoken manager. Bill Young, is
confident his young lightweight
prospect will get it.

SPARTAN DATLT-7

SJS B eaten Again by SC Brous;
End Vacation With 3-4 Record

MatmenWin
Four Straight
Soph Glover
Camacho Vie, During Tour

Tomorrow

Monday, February 20, 1081

$301.00

each

5 nights enroute-American President Lines Tourist Economy
7 nights at a Waikiki beach hotel
Fly home-Pan American World Airways Jet Flight
(extensions of stay available)

Clip Coupon.

Class

Sir Wolfer Raleigh
See 303
lewsville 1, Kentockg

Also included in price;
Transfers, Luau. Sightseeing trip, Outrigger canoe ride
SPACE LIMITED

i

4.11

I

Please send me prepaid _--_
2Aeadrd pipelt). Enclosed is St
lao stamps, please) and the picture
of Sir Wetter Raleigh froth the boa
in wh.ch the pouch is pocked fee
each pipe ordered.
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CITY

St. Claire Travel Service
ti

Mail Today!

ADDRESS

F or resra,ations and deposit. call

t

Cho.c IlemtuCky Burley-.
Eatra Aged!
Smells grand! each. right,
Smokes Sweet! Can’t biter

1100
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ZONE_ STATE

COLLEGE
This altar good salt 111 U SA Not valid on states where prohibited, taxed, or that/Ise restricted Otter cumuli Juno Ju. 196i Allow tut» srersi. to delivery.
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LIBRARY ADDITION

OUTH 4th STREET

rr.

CALIF
BOOK
COMPANY

For Speed, Economy, and Service, Buy
Your Books and School Supplies At
II

CALIFORNIA 00K COMPANY
134 E. SAN FERNANDO
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